Units 1–2

1 What is in the picture?

2 What does the girl like?

Remember to use the present simple: be and this, that, these and those.

Units 3–4

1 What is in the picture?

2 What do you know about these animals?

Remember to use the present simple and can and can’t.
Units 5–6

1 What is in the picture?
   Remember to use there is and there are and countable and uncountable nouns.

Units 7–8

1 What is in the picture?

2 What are the people doing?
   Remember to use action verbs and the present continuous.
Units 9–10

1. What is in the picture?

2. Choose one of the places in town. Imagine you visited the place. What did you do?

   Remember to use the past simple.

Units 11–12

1. What is in the picture?

2. Compare the two girls.

   Remember to use comparative and superlative adjectives, and (not) as ... as.